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The Presidency: Department of Performance Monitoring and Evaluation 

Current mandates 

 DPME established in 2010 

 To date, the President and Cabinet have given DPME the following mandates: 

1) Facilitate the development of plans for the cross cutting priorities or 
outcomes of government and monitor and evaluate the implementation of 
these plans (delivery agreements) 

2) Monitor the performance of individual national and provincial government 
departments and municipalities  

3) Monitor frontline service delivery 

4) Manage the Presidential Hotline 

5) Carry out evaluations in partnership with other departments 

6) Promote good M&E practices in government 

7) Provide support to delivery institutions to address blockages in delivery 
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The Outcomes Approach  

 Despite massively increased expenditure since 1994,  significant levels of 
poverty, joblessness and inequality persist  

 There has been inadequate attention to the achievement of outcomes and impacts 
in the key priority areas 

 2009 Policy Framework approved by Cabinet and tabled in Parliament – 
provided basis for the “outcomes approach” to address these weaknesses 

 Performance Agreements between President and outcome coordinating 
Ministers requested them to work with other key stakeholders to develop 
detailed Delivery Agreements for each of the 12 outcomes 

 National Treasury guidelines for strategic plans indicate that departments’ 
strategic plans and Annual Performance Plans must reflect commitments to 
delivery agreements – will be monitored by the Auditor General and should 
also be monitored by Parliament 
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 Aim is to improve service delivery by: 

1. Introducing whole-of-government planning linked to key outcomes, 
clearly linking inputs and activities to outputs and the outcomes 

 

2. Implementing the constitutional imperative for cooperative governance 
by negotiating inter-departmental and inter-governmental delivery 
agreements for the outcomes 

 

3. Increasing strategic focus of government 

 

4. Making more efficient and effective use of limited resources through 
introducing more systematic monitoring and evaluation 
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The outcomes are the government’s main initiative to achieve effective 
spending on the right priorities. 
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Development of high level outcomes,  
outputs, activities and metrics 

Develop and implement detailed  
inputs, outputs, activities, metrics  
and roles and responsibilities 

Ruling Party election 
Manifesto: 5 priority areas 

MTSF:  10 strategic priorities Negotiate detailed inputs, activities,  
metrics, roles & responsibilities 

12 strategic outcomes  
(based on consultation process) 

Establish Implementation Forum 

Coordinate implementation 

Delivery Agreements between 
stakeholders  

Performance Agreements with 
Minister(s) 
• Based on outcomes 
• High level outputs, indicators, 

targets and activities per 
outcome 

• Request to work together in 
Implementation Forum  

 to produce a Delivery 
Agreement per outcome 

Monitor and evaluate 

Feed back loop to annual 
revisions of Delivery  Agreements  

Step 2 
(Done) 

Step 3 
Nov 2010 

Step 4 
ongoing 

Step 1 
(Done) 

The process  
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Monitoring of implementation of the Delivery Agreements  

The objective is to institutionalise regular monitoring of implementation of 
the Delivery Agreements, at the highest level.  

 

 POA contains the Delivery Agreements 

 Aim is to increase strategic focus in comparison to former POA 

 Coordinating departments capture progress against Delivery Agreements on POA 

 Implementation Forums (structures such as clusters and Minmecs):  

 Monitor implementation of the Delivery Agreements and unblock blockages 

 Prepare  quarterly progress reports for Cabinet, focusing on key areas of progress 
and challenges requiring unblocking 

 DPME provides Cabinet with independent assessments of progress and 
challenges 
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1. BASIC EDUCATION: Quality basic education 

2. HEALTH: A long and healthy life for all South Africans 

3. SAFETY: All people in South Africa are and feel safe 

4. EMPLOYMENT: Decent employment through inclusive economic growth 

5. SKILLS: Skilled and capable workforce to support an inclusive growth path 

6. ECONOMIC INFRASTRUCTURE: An efficient, competitive and responsive economic 
infrastructure network 

7. RURAL DEVELOPMENT: Vibrant, equitable, sustainable rural communities contributing 
towards food security for all 

8. INTEGRATED HUMAN SETTLEMENTS: Sustainable human settlements and improved 
quality of household life 

9. LOCAL GOVERNMENT: Responsive, accountable, effective and efficient Local Government 
system 

10. ENVIRONMENT: Protect and enhance our environmental assets and natural resources 

11. INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL RELATIONS: Create a better South Africa, a better Africa and a 
better world 

12. PUBLIC SERVICE: An efficient, effective and development oriented public service and an 
empowered, fair and inclusive citizenship 
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The 12 outcomes 
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Overall successes with the delivery agreements 

 For the first time, we have inter-departmental and intergovernmental 
plans (the delivery agreements) for key cross-cutting outcomes 

 

 Process of producing delivery agreements resulted in a higher level of 
understanding of the challenges which other departments face, and how 
the work of the different departments affects each other 

 

 Quarterly reports provide Cabinet with strategic agenda 

 Ensures that Cabinet regularly focuses on assessing progress with the 
achievement of the key priorities of government 

 

 Emphasis on measuring results is working as a catalyst for change in 
government 

 Some departments are embracing the approach and focusing on measurable 
results and improving their data 
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Selected POA indicators  

Indicators 
Sub-

output 
Outcome 

three 

ALL 
PEOPLE IN 

SOUTH 
AFRICA 

ARE AND 
FEEL SAFE 

Perceptions of 
crime among the 

population 
managed and 

improved 

Increased % of contact and trio 
crimes reported by victims  

Increased number of SAPS victim 
friendly facilities 

Increased number of Thuthuzela Care 
Centers 

Increased number of victim 
participation in parole hearings 
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Challenges with the delivery agreements 
 

 Difficult to keep Delivery Agreements short and strategic, tendency to be too 
long and detailed with too many indicators – not strategic and difficult to manage 

 Everybody would like their work to be included in the priority focus areas 

 

 Lack of culture of coordination - ‘everybody else must change their plans to fit 
around my plans’ 

 

 Culture of public service – focus on activities than achieving outcomes 

 Tendency to produce process-indicators rather than indicators which measure actual 
improvements at output or outcome level 

 

 Legal frameworks tend to favour the silo approach -  focus on the accountability 
of individual ministers and accounting officers to Parliament 
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 Management performance monitoring of departments is a sub-output in the outcome 12 

Delivery Agreement  

 Focus is on assessing state of management practices  

 

 DPME is monitoring departments’ performance in terms of a range of aspects of 

governance and administration on behalf of FOSAD, and providing FOSAD with regular 

reports 

 

 DPME has worked with National Treasury, DPSA, PALAMA, Office of the Public Service 

Commission, Office of the Auditor General and Offices of the Premier to introduce a 

credible and objective tool and methodology for assessing the management performance 

of departments 

 Collates existing management legislation and regulations into a single framework of 

standards and indicators of good management practice 

 Draws on data produced by existing monitoring and performance management systems  
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Management performance monitoring 
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 Enables managers to test their own management practices against others and 
identify management practice improvements that will enable to improve 
service delivery 

 

 Provides a basis for ongoing learning about improved management practices 

 

 Catalyses improvements in management 

 

 Enables the targeting of supporting programmes and interventions 

 

 Establishes the baseline management performance of institutions against 
management benchmarks 

 

 Enables tracking of  improvements against the baseline performance 
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Objectives of management performance monitoring 
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Human Resource and Systems 
Management 
• HR Strategy and Planning 
• HR Practices and Administration 
• Management of Performance 
• Employee Relations 
• IT systems 

Governance & Accountability  
• Service Delivery Improvement 
• Management Structures 
• Accountability 
• Ethics 
• Internal Audit 
• Risk Management 
• Delegations 

 

Strategic Management 
• Strategic Planning 
• Programme Management  
• Monitoring & Evaluation 

 

Management 
Performance Areas  

Financial Management 
• Supply Chain Management 
• Asset management   
• Revenue Management 
• Compensation to employees 
• General 
• Goods and Services 
• Transfer Payments 
• Liability Management 
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Assessment process 

1. Presidency/Office of the Premier draws on secondary data (produced by 

existing tools, the Auditor General, the OPSC, etc) to produce an initial 

overall assessment  

2. Department carries out self-assessment using standard questionnaire,  

validation by Internal Audit and HoD 

3. Presidency/ Office of the Premier/ Provincial Treasury conduct validation of 

self assessment against evidence 

4. Subject matter experts check assessments 

5. Engagement between the assessment team and leadership of the 

department to discuss results  

6. Department develops improvement plan to address area of weakness 

7. Presidency/Office of the Premier monitor implementation of improvement 

plan 
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Monitoring of frontline service delivery  

 Focus on monitoring of experience of citizens when obtaining services 

 

 Is also one of the sub-outputs in the Outcome 12 Delivery Agreement 

 

 Commitment from the Executive to focus on frontline service delivery 
monitoring – President and Ministers are visiting institutions such as hospitals, 
schools, police stations and municipalities on an ongoing basis 

 

 Executive monitoring is complemented by monitoring by officials of the 
Presidency and the Offices of the Premier  

 

 DPME and Offices of the Premier have collaborated to establish a joint 
frontline service delivery monitoring programme 
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Components of frontline service delivery monitoring 

 Programme comprises of three components: 

 

 Sub-programme 1: Surprise visits by officials in DPME and the Offices of the Premier 
to service delivery points to assess the state of frontline service delivery 

 

 Sub-programme 2: Engaging with civil society to develop a structured approach for 
citizen-based monitoring of frontline service delivery 

 

 Sub- programme 3: Management of the Presidential Hotline as an effective service 
delivery monitoring and accountability instrument 

 

 Data from these sources as well as other sources such as the Public Service 
Commission and DPSA will be used to assess the state of front-line service 
delivery and make recommendations for improvements 
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Approach to frontline service delivery monitoring visits  

 Focus is on monitoring generic quality norms in all facilities 

 Location and access  

 Visibility and signage  

 Queue management and waiting times  

 Dignified treatment  

 Cleanliness and comfort  

 Safety  

 Opening and closing times  

 Complaints and compliment systems 

 Selected sector specific standards  (for example police response time for calls to 
assistance) 

 

  Monitoring results based on interviews with community users at the service site, 
interviews with staff as well as the observations of the monitors 
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Initial findings 

 Community users have been very appreciative of the presence of officials from 
the Presidency and the Offices of the Premier at service delivery sites 

 

 General problems found during the pilot phase: 

 Internal signage to indicate to users exactly where they should go for the service they 
require is often lacking 

 Long waiting times are common  

 Very little evidence of active queue management, inappropriately trained security 
guards are often deployed as queue managers  

 Complaints and compliments systems are usually under-utilised 

 General lack of a visible presence of managers at the front-line of the service facilities 

 Wide-spread severe neglect of facilities management and basic maintenance  

 

 DPME and Offices of the Premier currently focusing on discussing site-specific 
findings from the initial visits are discussed with office supervisors and presented 
to national and provincial management structures 
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 DPME  working on plan for citizens to monitor selected frontline service 

delivery against agreed standards 

 

 Government has responsibility to ensure citizens are aware and informed of the 

quality of service they can expect 

 

 All service delivery departments and municipalities should be setting and 

communicating service delivery standards for all their services. DPSA has produced 

detailed guidelines in this regard 

 

 Citizens have responsibility to both hold government accountable and responsibility 

to work with government to ensure good practices are highlighted and poor quality 

services are identified and communicated to service points 
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Citizen-based monitoring 
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Top 10 service delivery complaints from the Presidential hotline 

20 

1. Employment related (e.g. job opportunities, problems at work) 

2. Housing and accommodation (availability, list issues, quality issues) 

3. Crime and other legal issues 

4. Social grants 

5. Information about government products and services (information not 
covered by other categories) 

6. Citizenship (all Home Affairs related issues)  

7. Electricity (including connection and billing issues) 

8. Education and training (e.g. bursaries, entry into educational institutions) 

9. Water for household use (e.g. accessibility, quality) 

10. Health issues (related to public health services) 
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Promoting good M&E practice in Government  

 DPME has established and is coordinating sectoral data forums based on the 

outcomes 

 Aim is to improve data collection in departments to enable evidence-based 

reporting on progress with the implementation of the Delivery Agreements for the 

outcomes 

 

 DPME has also established a national forum for the heads of M&E in national 

departments and a provincial forum for the heads of M&E from the Premier’s 

Offices 

 Share information and good practices 

 Collaboration on shared initiatives 

 

 DPME worked with PALAMA on curriculum development for M&E 
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Evaluations 

 National Evaluation Policy approved by Cabinet in November 2011 

 Assess whether or not plans are resulting in intended impacts, and reasons 

for this 

 Rolling three year and annual evaluation plans 

 Focus on large or strategic programmes and those of significant public 

interest 

 Implemented by departments with technical support from DPME 

 Results will be in the public domain 

 Departments to produce improvement plans based on the evaluations and 

implementation to be monitored 
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Drawing implications 

DPME focus area Comments 

The Outcomes approach and 
POA 

• Need to align plans to Outcome 3 measures (indicators & targets)  
•Need to identify blockages and unblock them (feedback to 
Implementation Forum) 

Management Performance  
Assessment Tool 

•Victims of crime survey useful to assess impact of institutional 
practices, including the victims empowerment plan  
•Therefore, management practices that do not support the strategic 
intent of victims empowerment need to be eliminated 

Frontline service delivery 
monitoring 

•JCPS services delivery  sites, including Thuthuzela Care Centres,  
critical frontline services 
•A culture of announced and unannounced visits sites encouraged 
•Improvement plans should be put in place and implementation 
monitored 

The Presidential hotline •Safety related issues among the top five issues reported by citizens 
•JCPS departments to support efforts for speedy resolutions of these 
complaints and establish lasting solutions 

M&E practices •DPME available to support institutions on each of its mandate areas 
to ensure effectiveness (capacity building and technical support) 
•PALAMA courses revised and implemented – strengthen JCPS M&E 

Evaluations •Need to ask why, and so what questions : “evaluate” 
•Respond to National Evaluation Plan and engage DPME  support 
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Thank you 

Go to http://www.thepresidency-dpme.gov.za/ for DPME documents 

http://www.thepresidency-dpme.gov.za/
http://www.thepresidency-dpme.gov.za/
http://www.thepresidency-dpme.gov.za/

